r v a ~ i and
~ nQ ~for the standar

In most physical discussions of these matters it is assumed that the
random variables in question have continuous densities
eral proof we give here no such a§s~mptionis necessa
expectations as indicated in the statement of the lemma is all that is
required The second clause of the lemma just expresses the fact that the
rict, that is, in other notation the absolute value of the
Y)= 1. The conclusion that the conditional variances of
the random variables X and Yare zero is a conclusion that holds with
probability one, which is the strongest result of a deterministic kind we
would expect in a probabilistic setting.

x

LEMMA. Eet X, and f. be three random variables such that
(i) E(%Y [A ) = E ( X I A) E( YI A);
(q ICQV(X, UI =.(X) .(U),
(iii) o(X)>Q and o( l')>O,
(i.) the expectations in (i) und (ii) arejnite;
then with probability one

I f . ) = t ~ ( YI + ) = Q.

.(X

Prooc Note first that by (ii)
(1)

Y= QI +bX sign(Cov(X, l
'))

with probability one where Q, b are real numbers with b>O, and therefore
(2)

o( Y)=b.(X),

(3)

E(

YI

A)=a+bE(X

I A) sign(Cov(X, Y)).

Thus, (ii) may be expressed as
(4)

Cov (X,Y) =b Var (X)sign(Cov(X, q).

We next note the (relatively well-known) fact that
(5)

+

Var (X) = E (Var (X I A)) Var (

We prove (5) by observing that

and

(7)

1

Var(E(X 1 A))=E(E2(X A))-(E(E(X

I A)))’.

So adding (6) and (7) we get

E(E(X2 I A))-(E(E(X

I d)))’=IE(X’)-E’(X)-=Var(X).

We next observe that

I

(9)

a>

COV(X, Y)=E(E(X I E( A))-E(E(X I A)) E(E( YI A))
=E(E(X I.) (a+bE(X 1 d) sign(Cov(X, Y))))
-E(E(X 1 A)) E(a+bE(X 1 A) sign(Cov(X,
=b(E(E2(X I A)-E2(E(X I A))) sign(Cov(X,Y))
= b Var(E(X 1 12))sign(Cov(X,Y)).

Y):

So by (4) and (5)

and since Var(X I A)> Q, with probability one Var(X I A)= O. By obvious
symmetry of argument, Var( Y I A) =O. Q.E.D.
I I I . A X I O M S FOR S Y S T E M S OF T W O SPIN-) P A R T I C L E S

Consider a system of two spina particles initially in the singlet state.
Measurements are made of the components of spin for each particle;
in particular, let apparatus I measure one particle and apparatus II the
other.
There are a number of natural physical assumptions made by Wigner
(and Bell at least implicitly), e.g., axid symmetry. These will come out in
the axioms. It is to be emphasized that the axioms given hereare for this
special situation of pairs of spin-* particles formed at the source in the
singlet spin state with one particle moving to the measuringapparatus I,
in one direction, and the other particle to measuring apparatus II in the
opposite direction,
The point of the axiomatization is to permit an explicit analysisof just
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tation w1of apparatus I and the ~ r ~ e ~ t a ~ i o n
makes explicita highly specificassump
particles emitted from a singlet state.If

1-3 say nothing about hidden variables Axioms 4-6 QQ, and the essence
of what they postulate is not specific to systems of spin3 particles, but
rather to local hidden variable theories.
We now prove several simple theorem about the systems defined by
Axioms 1-6.

THEOREM l. [Locality Without J,]

Prooj:

by Locality (Axiom5 )
by Independence of A
(Axiom 4).
The argument is of course the same for

THEOREM 2 [Determinism]u(

I q,A)=b(M, I ou,J,)=O.

Proof: Immediate from Axioms 3 and 6,and the Probabilistic Lemma

of Section II.

The i ~ t ~ i ~content
i v e of Theorem 4 is that

. Let wl,

w2, and w3 be three direction vectors, and let
en v~riQbles,
ie., r=set of values of the random variable
L Each A in F belongs PO exactly one of the eight regions r(k,-t,k),
where

r(&,k,I ) = ( i : E ( M , I of=w1,A)=f1

t% E(
-w~,~~=+l&E(M,~q=w,,fl)=+b}.

ProoJ Follows from Theore 2 on determinism.
The statement of Theorem 5, but not the notation, makes it clearthat the
eight regionsF( f , k,k)are relative to the chois of the three direction
vectors wl,w2, and w3
We now derive the basic i equality in terms of covariances.

THEOREM 6. [Basic Inequality] Let wl, w2, and w3 be three direction
vectors and let for i f j, 41 i, j < 3,

I

Cov(w, wj)=Cov(M,* Ma y =wi, 0 1 1 " Wj).
Then
COV(W1, W2)+C0V(Wz9 W,)>COV(Wg, Wl)-I.
Proof: Let a( + + +) be the probability that ib. liesin the
r(+ + +), with similar notation for the other seven regions.

We note first that

s

I *=wis

COV(W,,
wj)=E(IW,MR
r

wR=w~

region

il) dP(A).

dP(R)=a( + - +)
terms, it is easy to show that
c o x I = w2, J)
.

QV(W1,

W,)=@(+ - +)+a(+
-[a(+

-)+a(-

-O- -).-ka(-

+ +)+OL(++ - ) + a ( - - +)

+OL(- -

-)I9

+ +)

l
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+

+

-)+a(- ) + a ( + - +)+a(-[a(+ ++)+a(+)+or(+- --)
+a(- Cov(w,, w1)=a(- -I- +)+a(- - +)+a(+ 4- ---)+M(+
-[cc(+
+)+a(+ - +)+cc(- 9 -)
+a(- -

Cov(w,, w3)=a(+

-)l,

+

+

--I-)

- -)

-)l.

Then by direction substitution, and using the fact that the sum of the
probability of the eight regions r(f , f , +) is 1,

cov (w 1, b ) + c o v (w29 h )
=Cov(w,, w,)-1+401(+

- + ) + k (+- -),

and since the probabilities a( + - +) and a( - -k -) are nonnegative, the
basic inequality follows at once.
The basic inequality of Theorem 6 is s ~ í g ~ tdifferent
ly
from either one
givcn by Bell or Wigner,because of our explicit useof the standard
probabilistic concept of covariance, ut the result is really the same, as
the next theorem shows,
From the quantum mec anical results given by
lows directly that the qua urn mechanical covari
equation:
COV( w , w,) = sin2+Oij - coi2$O,,
where Q, isthe angle between direction vectors wi and w j
in a position to obtain the Bell-Wigner contradiction.

are now

THEOREM 7. [Bell- Wigner Contradiction] The quantum mechanical
covariances contradict the basic inequ~lìtyof Theorem 7for some directions
of measurement wl,w2, and w3
Proof: To put the proof exactly
T'S
we note thatfolit
lows immediately from the basic i
Of
em 7 that we must
have

(1)

sin2+Ql z

+ sin2

>, sin2*O3 B

Clearly (1) is violated if w2 bisects w1 a
0 31
60".
Violation of (1) is discuss
repeated here. He also poin

mer and need not
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hidden variable theory than to a deterministic theory of the observables
This admittedly qualitative argument makes us suspicious of the use
of an assumption of conditional independence between observables in
formulating a hidden variable theory that is meant to be properly stochastic.
Contrary to a standard line sf talk about the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
paradox, in ouf judgment the absence of conditional statistical independence in a proper stochastic theory of observables does not imply a
violation of causality conditions, that is, does not imply instantaneous
action at a distance A simple classical stochastic model of coin flipping
will illustrate the point. Let us assume a hidden variable 12 with unknown
probability distribution, butlet us assume as the distribution of the
observable X whose values are heads or tails at detector 1 to be that the
probability of heads at detector 1 is the probability therefore of tails
is 1 -A, the probability of heads at he ctor 2 is 1-k and the probability
of tails is R Let us also assume that heads has value1 and tails value - 1,
and also then a strict correlation of - 1 between X and K This means
that when heads is observedat detector 1 with probability 1, tails is
observed at detector 2, and vice versa
On theother hand, we do not haveconditional statistical independence
for it is obvious that it d
not hold in the model In fact, not only is the
correlation - l betweenand
k: the conditional correlation, giventhe
is - 1. In these circumstances, the determinvalue of ;f between X a
istic results sf our probabilit
genuine stochastic process, in
At the same time, it is clearly also i
of the conditional correlation of - 1

stochastic relationship to th

NOTE

* Weare indebted to Robert
original draft of this section.

tzer for pointing out a n u b e r of errors in a far different,
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